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Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) are photoelectrochemical cells that
offer efficient and potentially economical alternative to conventional solar elec-
tricity production technologies. DSSCs belong to the third generation of solar
cells and offer several advantages over the solid-state junction solar cells. They
utilize materials, such as titanium dioxide that are inexpensive and abundant
relative to those used in conventional solar cells. Moreover, DSSCs can be fab-
ricated with simple and scalable manufacturing processes. Finally, in DSSCs,
photon absorption and charge-carrier transport are undertaken by different
materials, namely molecular dyes and wide band gap semiconductors, respec-
tively. Unlike conventional solar cells, no compromise is necessary between
decreasing the band gap for visible light absorption and increasing the band
gap to resist photocorrosion. For successful commercialization, a photovoltaic
system incorporating DSSCs must operate reliably under a wide range of solar
irradiance and operating temperatures.
vi
This experimental study reports the fabrication and characterization of
the performance of a DSSC as a function of irradiance and operating temper-
ature. The prototyped DSSCs had (i) nanocrystalline titanium(IV) dioxide,
TiO2, photoanode, (ii) platinum thin film cathode, and (iii) acetonitrile based
liquid electrolyte. The photoanodes were sensitized with N-749 dye. The
current-voltage characteristics of the DSSCs were measured at operating tem-
peratures from 5 to 50 ◦C and under 500, 1000, and 1500 W m−2 irradiance.
The open circuit voltage, VOC , decreased linearly with increasing temperature
and had positive, logarithmic relation with irradiance. At temperatures lower
than 15 ◦C and 1500 W m−2 irradiance, short circuit current density, JSC , was
limited by the diffusion of I3 in the electrolyte and increased with increasing
temperature. At temperatures lower than 15 ◦C and lower irradiance, JSC
increased with increasing temperature due to electron density limited recom-
bination of electrons injected into the TiO2 conduction band. At higher tem-
peratures, the recombination was dominant over diffusion and JSC decreased
with increasing temperature. Moreover, JSC increased linearly with increasing
irradiance. The DSSC photoconversion efficiency did not vary appreciably at
temperatures lower than 15 ◦C but decreased with increasing temperature.
Finally, the DSSC efficiency increased with increasing irradiance. There was
no indication of significant coupling effect of irradiance and temperature on
DSSC efficiency.
This study reports for the first time the coupling between irradiance
and thermal effects on the operation of DSSCs. The results reported in this
vii
study can be used in recovering kinetic and transport properties that can be
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The present research addresses the performance characterization of dye-
sensitized solar cells (DSSC), a third-generational photovoltaic cell. DSSCs
hold the promise to be an inexpensive technology for solar energy conversion
in the near future [6, 14].
1.1 Energy Challenges and Solar Energy
The majority of energy consumed in the United States and throughout
the world is obtained from fossil fuels: coal, natural gas, and oil [15–17].
These resources are disadvantageous as they are nonrenewable and polluting
[3, 15, 17]. Fossil fuels emit carbon dioxide, which current consensus has agreed
to be a likely cause of global warming [18–20]. Furthermore, the extraction
and processing of coal, natural gas, and oil emit other pollutants, such as lead
and mercury, which are harmful to human health [3, 17].
A promising alternative to fossil fuels is solar energy. The sun is a
potential source of clean and renewable energy [21]. Using photoelectrochem-
ical cells, solar energy can be directly converted into more useful forms [3, 22].
Nonregenerative photoelectrochemical cells, also known as photoelectrolysis
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cells, converts solar energy into chemical fuels such as hydrogen or methane
[3, 4]. Regenerative cells, also known as DSSCs, converts sunlight directly into
electrical energy [6].
1.2 Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells
DSSCs are unique among the many types of photovoltaic systems such
that they mimic photosynthesis [6, 22]. A DSSC uses a dye, like chlorophyll, to
absorb light and a thin film semiconductor oxide for charge separation [6, 22].
This grants DSSCs an advantage over conventional, solid-state photovoltaic
cells, as there is no need to compromise between increasing band gap to re-
sist semiconductor photocorrosion and decreasing band gap for visible light
absorption [22]. DSSCs utilize materials which are inexpensive and abundant,
such as titanium dioxide, relative to high materials cost of solid state photo-
voltaic cells, such as those made from purified silicon [6, 23]. Lastly, DSSCs can
be fabricated with relatively simple manufacturing processes, especially con-
tinuous roll-to-roll production [6, 23–26]. DSSCs do have the disadvantages of
featuring lower solar energy conversion efficiency than solid state cells. Cur-
rently, typical silicon photovoltaic panels on rooftops have efficiencies about
15 %. DSSC modules understudy for future commercialization currently have
only 8.2 % efficiency [27]. DSSCs also face durability issues with maintaining
their liquid or gel electrolytes [6].
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1.3 Objectives of the Present Study
The objectives of this study is to characterize the temperature and ir-
radiance dependency of DSSCs. In this study, DSSC with acetonitrile-based
electrolyte was chosen due to its widespread use in research and development
[28, 29]. The temperature and irradiance ranges were chosen to match the out-
door operation conditions likely to be faced in the continental United States.
1.4 Organization of this Document
Chapter 2 provides the reader with an background in (i) utilization of
semiconductors as photoelectrodes in photoelectrochemical cells, (ii) the oper-
ating principles of DSSCs, (iii) components of DSSCs with an emphasis on ma-
terial selection, (iv) characterization of photovoltaic cells, and (v) the factors
that affect DSSC’s performance. Chapter 3 presents the experimental meth-
ods used to evaluate the temperature and irradiance dependence of DSSCs
and the results obtained in these studies. Finally Chapter 4 summarizes the
conclusions drawn and provides recommendations for future studies. In addi-
tion, Appendices A through C provide detailed description of the equipment
and instrumentation built and used as a part of this thesis for the performance
evaluation of DSSCs. In particular, Appendix A describes quantum efficiency
measurement setup, Appendix B describes the polarization curve characteriza-
tion setup, and Appendix C describes the thin film characterization methods
used. The nomenclature used in this document are presented in Appendix D.
3
Chapter 2
Current State of Knowledge
This chapter presents to the reader an overview of the current state of
knowledge of the dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs). Section 2.1 provides an
brief introduction to the physics of semiconductors as photoanodes in photo-
electrochemical cells. In Section 2.2, the operating principles of DSSCs and
PECs are introduced. The aspects of material selection for these photoelec-
trochemical cells are discussed in Section 2.3. An overview of characterization
methods used are given in Section 2.4. Finally, Section 2.5 presents the major
factors affecting the performance of DSSCs and PECs, with an emphasis on
irradiance and temperature.
2.1 Photoelectrodes
Photoelectrodes are made of semiconductor materials [3, 4, 12]. This
section summarizes the physics of semiconductors as photoanode materials.
2.1.1 Semiconductors
The electrons of atoms in a semiconductor can only have definite energy
levels [21, 30]. The difference in the numerous energy levels of electrons in a
4
crystal is very small, allowing them to be modeled as energy bands [21, 30].
The valence band is the filled band filled with electrons possessing the highest
energy levels [3]. The energy band directly above the valence band is the
conduction band [3].
The difference in energy of the conduction band’s lowest energy level,
ECB and the valence band’s highest energy level, EV B is known as the energy
band gap, Eg, of that material [3, 30, 31],
Eg = ECB − EV B. (2.1)
Figure 2.1 summarizes the band gap of conductors, semiconductors, and insu-
lators [1]. An electron in the valence band can move into the conduction band
if it receives energy equal to or greater than the band gap [21]. Materials are
divided into conductors, semiconductors, and insulators based on the relative
position of their conduction and valence bands. [32]. In conductors, there is
no band gap; the valence and conduction bands overlap [1]. The presence of
electrons at both the valence and conduction bands allows for high electrical
conductivity in metals. Insulators have a large band gap, making it difficult
for electrons to move to the conduction band and therefore prevent or greatly
reduce the conduction of electricity [1]. Semiconductors have a band gap that
is in between conductors and insulators [1].
The Fermi energy level is the energy level where the electron has a one
half probability of occupation. It is proportional to temperature and can be
5
Figure 2.1: Fermi level and band gap of conductors, semiconductors, and
insulators [1].











where Ef is Fermi energy level, EV B is the highest energy level of the valence
band, ECB is the lowest energy level of the conduction band, kB is the Boltz-
mann constant, T is temperature, NV B is energy states effective density at
the valence band, and NCB is energy states effective density at the conduction
band. The locations of Fermi energy level for conductors, semiconductors,
and insulators are shown in Figure 2.1. In conductors, the Fermi energy level
is located in the overlapping region of the valence and conduction band; it
can be used to calculate the velocity of electrically conducting electrons [1].
In semiconductors and insulators, the Fermi level is located in the band gap
between conduction and valence bands, as shown in Figure 2.1.
Semiconductors can be ”doped” to change their Fermi energy levels and
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therefore their electrical properties [3, 21]. Doping replaces a small amount of
atoms in a semiconductor crystal with atoms of another element, called an im-
purity [2, 30]. Small amount of impurity in semiconductors can produce large
changes in electrical properties [21]. For example, n-type semiconductors are
doped with donor impurities, of concentration ND, which contributes addi-
tional electrons to the semiconductor crystal [21]. These free electrons raises
the crystal’s Fermi energy level to be slightly below the conduction band as
shown in Figure 2.2 [3, 21]. The increased Fermi energy level is defined as
[3, 21],






Electrons can be easily excited into the conduction band, providing an increase
in electrical conductivity.
On the other hand, p-type semiconductors are doped with acceptor
impurities, of concentration NA, which create electron holes. Electron holes
are absences of electrons and decrease the Fermi level to near the top of the
valence band as shown in Figure 2.2. The decreased Fermi energy level is
defined as [3, 21],







Figure 2.2: Fermi level and band gap for undoped and doped semiconductors
[1, 2].
2.1.2 Light Absorption
A semiconductor can absorb photons with energies, E, that are equal
to or larger than its band gap, Eg [3, 4, 33],
E = hν ≥ Eg, (2.5)
where h is Planck’s constant and ν is the photon frequency. The semiconductor
converts the photon into electronic charge carriers, namely electrons, e−, and
holes, h+ [3, 4, 33],
hν → e− + h+. (2.6)
The absorption and conversion of photons is characterized by the light ab-
sorption coefficient, α that is defined depending on the form of charge carrier
conversion [3]. If the conversion is due to direct momentum transition, the α
is defined as [3],
α = A′(hν − Eg)0.5, (2.7)
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where A′ is a proportionality constant. For indirect momentum transition, the
α is instead defined as [3],
α = A′(hν − Eg)2. (2.8)
2.1.3 Band Bending
In a photoelectrochemical cell, contact between the semiconductor, as
the photoelectrode, with an electrolyte induces bending of semiconductor’s en-
ergy bands [3, 21, 30]. This occurs at the semiconductor-electrolyte interface
due an accumulation of excess charge at a space charge region, an approxi-
mately 1 µm thick portion of the semiconductor towards the electrolyte inter-
face [3]. Figure 2.3 (a) shows the band bending of a n-type semiconductor,
such as the titanium(IV) oxide (TiO2) used in this study [3, 4]. Excess electron
holes forms an accumulation layer in the space charge region, inducing band
bending toward more positive energy level [3]. The semiconductor and elec-
trolyte of Figure 2.3 (a) are shown in equilibrium, so that the semiconductor’s
fermi level, Ef and the electrolyte’s standard redox potential, Eredox are equal
[3],
Ef = Eredox. (2.9)
Figure 2.3 (b) shows the n-type semiconductor-electrolyte under illumination.
The electron-hole pair production generates a photocurrent density, Jph, de-
fined as [3, 21],
Jph = eΦ[1− (1 + α`h+)exp(−α`SCR)], (2.10)
9
where Φ is incident photon flux, `h+ is hole diffusion length, and `SCR is the
length of the space charge region. The electron-hole pairs also decreases the










where J0 is the saturation current. Finally, Vph is related to the semiconductor
fermi level, Ef , and Eredox [3],
eVph = Ef − Eredox. (2.12)
Figure 2.3: Band bending diagram for an n-type semiconductor photoanode
at the semiconductor-electrolyte interface under (a) equilibrium dark and (b)
light conditions [3, 4].
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2.2 Operating Principles of Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells
The distinct feature of DSSC operation is the mimicking of natural pho-
tosynthesis [34]. Photon absorption and charge-carrier transport in DSSCs are
undertaken by molecular dyes and wide band gap semiconductors, respectively
[2, 6, 22, 35]. Figure 2.4 is a DSSC schematic showing its typical components,
energy levels, and its seven operating processes. The DSSC shown utilized typ-
ical materials: (i) a photoanode made of nanocrystalline anatase titanium(IV)
dioxide (TiO2) thin film sensitized with an adsorbed dye, (ii) an iodide (I
−)/
triiodide (I−3 ) redox couple-based liquid electrolyte, and (iii) a platinum-based
(Pt) cathode [3, 6, 22, 36, 37]. The TiO2 and Pt layers are deposited on an
optically transparent conducting oxide (TCO) glass. The seven processes that
occur during DSSC operation are divided into four forward, desired processes
and three reverse, undesired processes [5, 7, 38]. The time scales associated
with these processes are conventionally expressed as the time to complete half
the process, known as half-life [5].
2.2.1 Forward Processes
The series of forward processes begin with the absorption of photons by
the dye molecules, resulting in an excited state for the dye, Dye∗ [2, 6, 24, 39],
Dye+ hν → Dye∗. (2.13)
The dye is limited to absorbing photons having energy equal to or greater than
its band gap, Eg, as described by Equation 2.5 [3, 22]. Then, charge separation
11
Figure 2.4: Typical DSSC components, energy band levels, and operating pro-
cesses. The forward processes are (a) photon absorption, (b) electron injection,
(c) dye regeneration, and (d) triiodide reduction. The reverse processes are
(e) dye relaxation, (f) electron-dye recombination, and (g) electron-triiodide
recombination [5–9].
occurs when excited dye molecules inject electrons into the conduction band
of the TiO2 layer, leaving behind the dye molecules in an oxidized state, Dye
+
[2, 6, 24, 39],
Dye∗ + TiO2 → Dye+ + e−(TiO2). (2.14)
Electron injection is a very rapid process with a half-life of approximately 150
ps [5]. For electron injection to occur, the electrical potential of the excited
dye must be higher than the conduction band potential of TiO2, VCB [2, 22].
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The transport of the injected electron, e−(TiO2), through the TiO2 is
a slower process with a half-life of 100 µs [5]. This electron transport pro-
cess is predominately diffusive with a diffusion coefficient, De−(T iO2), that is
dependent on trapping/detrapping processes [2, 40–42]. The small dimensions
of the TiO2 nanoparticles creates a low net electrical field vector normal to
the substate that results in negligible band bending [2, 40]. The small band
bending prevents substantial electron transport through migration [2, 30, 40].
The oxidized dye undergos regeneration by the iodide, I−, present in
the electrolyte [2, 6, 24, 39],
2Dye+ + 3I− → Dye+ I−3 . (2.15)
This reduction reaction has a half-life of approximately 1 µs, depending on the
transport properties of I− [5].
The injected electrons, e−(TiO2), are conducted from the anode to the
cathode through an external circuit generating electrical current to deliver
power to the external load [6, 42]. Finally, the electron at the cathode, e−(Pt),
reduces the triiodide, I−3 to regenerate iodide, I
−, [2, 6, 24, 39],
I−3 + 2e
−(Pt)→ 3I−. (2.16)
This reduction process is limited by I−3 generation according to the reaction
given in Equation (2.15) [2].
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2.2.2 Reverse Processes
Reverse processes are undesirable processes which decrease DSSC per-
formance [5, 7, 38]. The three reverse processes in proceeding order are (i)
excited dye decay, (ii) electron to triiodide recombination, and (iii) electron to
oxidized dye recombination [5, 7, 38]. All reverse processes occur after photon
absorption. The first reverse process is relaxation of the excited dye molecules,
Dye∗, to its original state [5, 7, 38]. The relaxation can be radiative decay
through spontaneous emission, essentially the reverse of photon absorption
[7, 38],
Dye∗ → Dye+ hν. (2.17)
Alternatively, Dye∗ can undergo nonradiative relaxation through intermediate
states in between the ground and excited states [7, 38]. Instead of photons,
energy is released in the form of phonons, or heat. Typically, Dye∗ are more
likely to inject electrons into TiO2, because dye relaxation occurs at rate ap-
proximately 100 times slower, with a half-life of about 12 ns [5, 43].
The electrons injected into the TiO2 layer, e
−(TiO2), can recombine
with the oxidized dye molecules, Dye+ [5, 7, 24, 38],
Dye+ + e−(TiO2)→ Dye. (2.18)
The half-life for this reaction is approximately 3 µs [5]. Typically, recombi-
nation via oxidized dye molecules has an appreciable affect on DSSC perfor-
mance, as this reaction is in competition with and have similar reaction rates
as dye reduction by iodide [5, 38].
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Finally, recombination of e−(TiO2) can recombine with triiodide, I
−
3 ,
present in the electrolyte [24, 44–46],
I−3 + 2e
−(TiO2)→ 3I−, (2.19)
with a half-life of about 1 ms. Recombination with triiodide is the major detri-
mental process in a DSSC , occurring at the interfaces between TiO2 and elec-
trolyte or TCO and electrolyte [47, 48]. The mesoporous and nanocrstyalline
nature of the TiO2 film results in large surface areas for such recombination
to occur as the surface is not completely covered with adsorbed dye molecules
[48].
2.3 Components of Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells
A DSSC contains an anode, a cathode, and electrolyte [6, 24, 37]. The
photonanode consists of a wide band gap semiconductor layer sensitized with
high absorbance dye deposited on a transparent conductive surface [6, 24, 37].
The cathode is a catalyst layer, also deposited on a transparent conductive
substrate [6, 24, 37]. Lastly, the electrolyte facilitate the regeneration of the
dye and is sandwiched in between the electrodes [6, 24, 37]
2.3.1 Transparent Conductive Substrate
A transparent conductive substrate (TCS) transmits sunlight and sup-
ports the deposition of photoanode and/or cathode layers. Efficient and cost
effective DSSCs have multiple requirements for the substrates utilized for depo-
sition of the photoanode and cathode layers [24, 36, 37, 49]. An ideal substrate
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must be optically transparent, low electrical resistance, chemically compati-
ble with other DSSC components, structurally stable, light weight, easy to
manufacture, and inexpensive [24, 36, 37, 49, 50]. The most commonly used
transparent conductive substrate in DSSCs are transparent conductive oxide
glass (TCO) and transparent organic conductors [24, 37, 49].
2.3.1.1 Optical Requirements of Transparent Conductors
In DSSCs, the substrate is in between the dye-sensitized semiconduc-
tor layer and the incident light. Advanced dyes allow conversion of light with
wavelengths in the visible, such as ruthenium ”black dye” (λg = 920 nm) can
absorb and generate electrons using radiation in the visible and near infrared
spectrum [6, 42]. Therefore, the substrate must transmit light in the spectral
region where the photoanode is responsive [24, 37, 50]. The spectral trans-
mittance of a substrate can be related to spectral absorptance and spectral
reflectance by [50],
Tλ + Aλ +Rλ = 1 (2.20)
Typically, the spectral transmittance and spectral reflectance are measured
using a spectrophotometer [50–54]. Spectral transmittance can be improved
by decreasing spectral reflectance [50]. This can be achieved by using anti-
reflection treatments specific to the type of transparent conductive substrate
[55, 56]. For example, decreasing the iron(III) oxide (Fe2O3) content of float
glass in TCOs will decrease absorptance and substantially increase transmit-
tance in the near infrared region [50]. Both glass and polymer substrates can
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be coated with antireflection (AR) films made from as silica (SiO2) or magne-
sium fluoride (MgF2) nanoparticles [50].
2.3.1.2 Conductivity of Transparent Conductors
Substrates with high conductivity, and conversely low resistivity, are
desirable for DSSCs [37]. The bulk resistance of the substrate, RTCS, lowers
the voltage produced by the DSSC. The magnitude of this voltage drop, VTCS,
is,
VTCS = IRTCS (2.21)
where I is the DSSC output current. The substrate’s conductive layer is mod-
eled as thin film of uniform thickness with electricity conducting only along
the substrate’s plane. Figure 2.5 shows such a thin film having dimensions of
thickness, t, width, w, and length, ` and current, I. The resistances of trans-
parent conductive substrates are compared intensively using sheet resistance,





It is reported in units of ”Ohms per square”, Ω/ , as Rs = RTCS for a
square thin film piece. The thin conductive film’s resistivity, ρ, the inverse of







Figure 2.5: Schematic of current flowing through a thin film.
The sheet resistance of a transparent conductive substrate is typically
measured using the van der Pauw method with a four-point probe [51–54].
Figure 2.6 shows a schematic of square substrate with four test leads of a four-
point probe. The sheet resistance is found using the resistance measured along
a vertical edge, Rv, and along a horizontal edge, Rh, according to [10, 11],
e−πRv/Rs + e−πRh/Rs = 1. (2.24)
The vertical edge resistance is measured by applying a current, I12, from point





The horizonal edge resistance is measured by applying a current, I23, from





Typical transparent conductors posseses a tradeoff between optical trans-
mittance and sheet resistance [50, 53, 54, 56]. Increasing the thickness will de-
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crease sheet resistance, but will result in a decrease in transmittance [50, 53,
57].
Figure 2.6: Schematic of connections on a sample undergoing conductivity
testing by a four-point probe utilizing van der Pauw method [10, 11].
2.3.1.3 Temperature Requirement of Transparent Conductor
The most frequently used semiconductor layer in DSSCs is the meso-
porous, nanocrystalline anatase titanium(IV) dioxide (TiO2) film [6]. During
the typical deposition process of the TiO2 film, the transparent conductive sub-
strate must withstand high temperatures from 450 to 500 ◦C for 30 minutes
[24, 37, 49, 58–60].
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2.3.1.4 Examples of Transparent Conductors
Transparent conductive oxide (TCO) glasses are the most commonly
researched and currently the most effective substrate for DSSCs [6, 24, 37, 49].
A TCO consist of a conductive layer made of doped wide band gap inorganic
oxide semiconductor deposited onto a glass substrate [50–52, 54–56, 61]. The
most widely used conductive layers are tin-doped indium(III) oxide (indium tin
oxide or ITO), fluorine-doped tin(IV) oxide (FTO), and aluminum zinc oxide
(ZnO:Al) [50, 52, 54–56]. Recent research efforts are investigating alternative
conductive layer materials, such as tungsten-doped tin(IV) oxide (SnO2:W)
and indium-doped cadmium oxide (CdO:In) [51, 54]. The conductive layer can
be deposited onto the glass substrate using sputter deposition, chemical vapor
deposition, spray pyrolysis, sol-gel methods, or vacuum evaporation [50, 56].
The optical and electrical properties of a TCO significantly depends on the
deposition process [50, 56].
Indium tin oxide (ITO) was the most commonly used conductive layer
in DSSCs and other TCO applications [61, 62]. Currently, fluorine-doped tin
oxide (FTO) glass substrates are also used in DSSCs [29, 37, 63]. FTO posses
the advantages of thermal stability and lower cost with respect to ITO [50, 64].
ITO suffer from conductivity losses attributed to adsorption and desorption
of water and oxygen when subject to the high temperatures during depo-
sition of the TiO2 film [37, 65]. Also, indium prices have increased due to
demand for transparent conducting substrates [50]. The TCO is usually the
most expensive component of a DSSC [66]. FTO have the potential to be
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more advantageous than ITO in DSSCs. FTO do not display high tempera-
ture conductivity decrease and have potential to lower costs through simpler
manufacturing processes [37].
Graphene Films as Transparent Conductors
The use of thin graphene films (TGFs) as transparent conductors for
DSSCs have been the subject of recent research [67]. TGFs are stacks of two
dimensional sheets of carbon in honeycomb lattice structure, essentially sheets
of two-dimensional graphite [68–70]. Like ITO or FTO films, TGFs are both
electrically conductive and transmits large portions of sunlight [57]. They
are made from graphite mechanically, through exfoliation, or chemically via
oxidation [68]. TGFs can be added on top of existing FTO or ITO film in
a transparent conductor [69–71]. With TGFs as the interfacial layer between
the inorganic oxide semiconductor film and the TiO2-dye layer, it improves
DSSC performance by suppressing the recombination process described by
Equation 2.19 [69–71]. Furthermore, TGFs can replace the inorganic oxide
semiconductor film all together [57, 67, 68, 72]. Compared with ITO- and FTO-
based transparent conductors, TGFs have the advantages of better adhesion
with TiO2 layers and potentially lower costs due to abundance of graphite [68,
69, 71]. However, TGFs generally have lower optical transmittance in range
of photon wavelengths utilized by DSSCs and lower conductivity than ITO or
FTO films [57, 68].
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Organic Polymers as Transparent Conductors
In the last decade, transparent conductive substrates made from or-
ganic polymers have been extensively researched as alternatives to transpar-
ent conductive oxide glass [24, 52, 53]. TCOs are disadvantageous for large-
scale manufacturing and commercial solar energy of DSSCs because they are
inflexible, susceptible to impact damage, high weight, limited in shape, rela-
tively high material cost. [24, 37, 49, 53]. Transparent organic polymer, such
as polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and polyimide (Kapton), combined with
a conductive oxide semiconductor, address these drawbacks to glass TCOs
[24, 37, 49, 52, 53]. By coupling with polymer electrolytes, flexible DSSCs of
many differents shapes can be made [37, 49]. More importantly, organic poly-
mers allow DSSCs to be manufactured by large-scale, high speed, and contin-
uous roll-to-roll methods [24, 37, 49, 52, 53]. However, obstacles still remain in
utilizing organic polymer substrates. The deposition of the TiO2 film at the
typically required 450 to 500 ◦C results in the thermal degradation of many
transparent polymers [37, 49]. Lowering the deposition temperature to about
150 ◦C is one method to prevent damage to polymers, but decrease DSSC per-
formance [37, 49]. This is the result of reduced adhesion between TiO2 film and
the substrate due to remaining contaminants and increased portions of rutile
phase TiO2 [37, 49, 73]. The most researched transparent polymer substrate
is ITO deposited on PET (ITO-PET) using spin coating or pressing methods
[37, 49, 52].
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2.3.2 Wide Band Gap Semiconductor Thin Film
The introduction of mesoscopic nanocrystalline anatase TiO2 films as
the wide band gap semiconductor layer greatly improved DSSC performance
and made DSSC a feasible alternative to conventional silicon solar cells [6,
22, 37, 45, 74]. These large surface area films allow much higher absorbtion of
incident light by the dye due increased optical path length and higher electron
diffusion rates [6, 22]. A wide variety of films have been researched, including
TiO2 nanoparticles, nanowires, nanotubes, [6, 60, 75–83]. The DSSC efficiency
as well as manufacturability and cost effectiveness are factors in mesoscopic
nanocrystalline film design. Lastly, studies show superiority of TiO2 over
alternative wide band gap oxide semiconductors such as tin(IV) oxide (SnO2)
and zinc oxide (ZnO) [6, 84].
2.3.2.1 Sol-Gel TiO2
Sol-gel is the most common deposition process for TiO2 layers. TiO2
nanoparticles are suspended in solvents such as deionized water or ethanol
along with a surfactant such as polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) [58, 85]. Alterna-
tively, a TiO2 precursor, such as titanium(IV) n-butoxide (TNB) or titanium
tetrachloride (TiCl4) is used instead [85, 86]. After applying the titanium con-
taining suspension onto a substrate, evaporation of solvent and surfactant oc-
cur [58, 85, 86]. Finally, the TiO2 undergo sintering to develop the mesoporous
nanocrystalline structure [58, 85, 86].
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2.3.2.2 Electrospun TiO2
The electrospinning process produces continuous polymer films com-
posed of interconnecting fibers with diameters on the nm and µm scales [87–
90]. TiO2 can be electrospun into fibrous TiO2 layers by incorporating a poly-
mer vehicle [81, 83, 91]. A few studies used electrospun TiO2 to replace some
or all of the conventional sol-gel nanocrsytalline TiO2 layer [23, 82, 92, 93].
2.3.2.3 Incorporation of Carbon Nanotubes
A few studies shown improved DSSC performance when carbon nan-
otubes (CNTs) are incorporated into TiO2 layers [94–96]. CNTs are carbon
allotropes consisting of single or multiple graphite sheets rolled into a tube.
These improvements are attributed to improved injected electron conductivity
through the semiconductor layer. There exist an optimum concentration of
CNTs in the semiconductor layer, since its a tradeoff between improved con-
ductivity at higher concentration and increased photon absorption at lower
CNT concentration [94–96].
2.3.3 Sensitizing Dye
The dye in DSSCs must have a wide absorption band and electron
generation rate in the solar spectrum and adhere well to the nanocrystalline
semiconductor film for efficient charge transfer [6]. Dye molecules require
carboxyl (-COOH), carbonyl (-CO), or hydroxyl (-OH) functional groups for
effective adsorption onto [97–99].
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2.3.3.1 Ruthenium-Based Dyes
Ruthenium based dyes are currently the most effective DSSC sensitizing
dyes [6]. Chemical structure of ruthenium dyes are typical ruthenium com-
plexes with carboxyl (-COOH) functional groups at the ends of the ligands [6].
Ruthenium dyes form an adsorbed monolayer over the TiO2 film, decreasing
exposure of TiO2 with liquid electrolytes and therefore prevent recombination
via triiodide (Equation 2.19). The primary drawbacks to ruthenium dyes are
the price of ruthenium and potential environment hazards presented by this
heavy metal [66]. Ruthenium dyes are usually the most expensive component
of a DSSC after the TCOs [66].
Adsorption of dyes is performed by submerging the wide band gap
semiconductor layer in a dye solution. Typically, organic solvents are used for
adsorption of ruthenium-based dyes, as ruthenium-based dyes cannot adsorb
in aqueous solutions [74].
2.3.3.2 Natural Dyes
Dyes occurring naturally in plant material are a attractive options.
Such natural dyes are readily available and environmentally friendly [97, 98,
100]. Unfortunately, DSSCs with natural dyes possess inferior efficiency and
short operating lifetime [99, 100]. Carotenoids and chlorophyll a, b, and d dyes,
for instance, are ineffective TiO2 sensitizers due to presence of alkyl (CH3)
functional groups and long alkane chain [98, 101]. Both chemical structures
hinder proper adsorption [97, 98]. Presently, the most promising natural dyes
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are those with anthocyanin structure [39, 98, 99, 102]. Anthocyanin-based dyes
adsorb well with TiO2 by chelation through the presence of carbonyl (-CO)
and hydroxyl (-OH) functional groups [98, 101]. DSSCs with efficiencies up to
1.5% using these natural dyes has been reported [39].
2.3.3.3 Mordant Dyes
Millington et al. introduced the use of mordant dyes in DSSCs [66].
Mordant dyes are a numerous group of low-cost dyes used in the textile in-
dustry [66]. The most effective dye was mordant black 5 [66]. Mordant dyes
are also found to be comparable with ruthenium N3 dye in 15-hour longevity
studies [66].
2.3.4 Electrolyte
2.3.4.1 Solvents and Ion Sources
The most effective DSSC electrolytes are liquid-based and utilize the
iodide/triiodide redox couple [6, 29, 103]. Such electrolytes must contain a
source of iodide, iodine, and solvent [29]. Iodide is present in the electrolyte
by dissociation of an ionic compound containing iodine, such as lithium iodide
(LiI) [29, 84]. Triiodide is formed by the following reaction [104, 105],
I2 + I
− → I−3 . (2.27)
This reaction could be assumed to be complete so that each all iodine (I2) are
consumed [104, 105]. The solvents are typically organic, usually acetonitrile,
and nonaqueous so that ruthenium-based dyes will not desorb from semicon-
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ductor layer [84, 97, 106]. Iodide and triiodide ions have high diffusion coeffi-
cients in acetonitrile solutions [28]. Aqueous solutions are usually not used, as
ruthenium-based dyes desorb in the presence of water [74]
Alternatively, liquid electrolytes can utilize ionic liquids containing io-
dide anions [29, 107]. Ionic liquids (ILs) are liquids at room temperature and
act as both the solvent and iodide source [29, 108]. The most widely research
ionic liquids for DSSCs are 1-propyl-3-methyl-imidazolium iodide (PMII), 1-
ethyl-3-methyl-imidazolium dicyanamide (EMI-DCA), and 1-butyl-3-methyl-
imidazolium tetrafluoroborate (BMI-TFB) [29, 108]. DSSCs utilizing ILs elec-
trolytes last longer, but at the expense of decreased efficiency due to lower
ionic diffusion [29, 107, 109].
2.3.5 Cathode
Typical DSSC cathodes consists of a platinum (Pt) catalyst layer de-
posited on a transparent conductive substrate [6, 110–112]. Current research
entails finding alternatives to replace the expensive platinum [111, 113–115].
Alternatives include stainless steel sheet metal, and single-walled carbon nan-
otubes [113–115].
2.4 Performance of Photoelectrochemical Cells
The most pertinent measure of photoelectrochemical cell is the solar en-
ergy conversion efficiency, usually referred to as the photoconversion efficiency,
and is defined for DSSCs and PECs in Section 2.4.1. To better understand the
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factors determining photoconversion efficiency and to search for methods of
improving it, diagnostic experiments monitoring the charge separation, trans-
port and collection are performed.
2.4.1 Solar Energy Conversion Efficiency
The polarization curve, i.e. the current-voltage (IV) curve, displays
the simultaneous variation of a photovoltaic cell’s voltage and current at load
resistances varying from zero (short circuit) to infinity (open circuit) [12]. It
is a very important characteristic of any photovoltaic cell [12]. The current
of a photovoltaic cell is proportional to its area [12]. Therefore, the current
density, J , ratio of current to cell area, is used in place of current in IV curves.
The cell’s electrical power output per area, power density, P , is calculated at
each current density-voltage combination,
P = V J. (2.28)
Figure 2.7 shows a set of IV and PV curves for a DSSC. As the current goes to
zero, the cell voltage approaches open circuit voltage, VOC and as the voltage
goes to zero cell current approaches the short circuit current density, JSC [12].
The theoretical power output density is the product of open circuit voltage
and the short circuit current density [12]. The actual maximum power density,
Pmax, with its corresponding current density, Jmax and Vmax occurs at a specific
resistance in between short circuit and open circuit conditions. The ratio of
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The overall photoconversion efficiency, η, rates the photovoltaic cell’s ability
to convert light into electricity. It is the ratio of the cell’s maximum output





Figure 2.7: Sample current-voltage (blue) and power-voltage (red) curves for
a photovoltaic cell [3, 12].
2.4.2 Quantum Efficiency
Quantum efficiency, ηQ, is the measure of a photoelectrochemical cell’s
ability to convert photons into electron-hole pairs. There is two types of quan-
tum efficiency, external, ηEQ, and internal, ηIQ.
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2.4.2.1 External Quantum Efficiency
External quantum efficiency, ηeq, also known as incident photon to cur-
rent conversion efficiency, IPCE, is the ratio of converted photons to the total










where h is Planck’s constant, c is speed of light in vacuum, Iph,λ is the cell’s
spectral photocurrent, and Gλ is spectral incident irradiance.
2.4.2.2 Internal Quantum Efficiency
Internal quantum efficiency, ηiq, or absorbed photon to current con-
version efficiency, APCE, is the ratio of converted photons to total photons










where Ga,λ is absorbed spectral incident irradiance by the photoanode. Pho-
tons absorbed by the photoanode is less than total incident photons as a
portion of incident photons are reflected and transmitted. Ideally, internal
quantum efficiency is a better evaluation of the properties of the photoanode,
as it is independent of other cell components.
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2.5 Factors Affecting Performance of Dye-Sensitized So-
lar Cells
Irradiance and temperature are the two factors on DSSC performance
examined by this study.
2.5.1 Temperature
Previous studies on liquid-electrolyte DSSCs demonstrated two pro-
cesses that are affected by temperature [9, 29, 109, 116]. The first process is
triiodide, I−3 , diffusion in the electrolyte that sets a maximum current the
DSSC may generate at a given temperature [9, 29, 109, 116]. A positive rela-
tionship between diffusion and temperature exists such that triiodide diffusion
and hence the maximum DSSC current increases with increasing temperature
[9, 29, 109, 116]. The second process is the recombination of injected electrons
in the photoanode, as described by Equation 2.18 and 2.19 [9, 29, 109, 116].
Recombination processes decrease the DSSC current and their rate increases
with increasing temperature.
Diffusion
The reduction of oxidized dye molecule at the photoanode and triiodide
at the cathode are dependent on charge transfer by the diffusion of iodide, I−,
and triiodide, I−3 , ions in the electrolyte. It is the diffusion of I
−
3 that limits
DSSC current as its diffusion coefficient, DI−3 , is much lower than that of I
−
in all common DSSC electrolyte solvents [28, 104, 117]. The triiodide diffusion
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where D0 is the maximum triiodide diffusion coefficient and Q is activation
energy per mole. [9]. For PMII based electrolytes, approximate values for
D0 and Q are 1.3 ×10−11 m2 s−1 and 1.8 J mol−1, respectively. The maxi-









where ze− is the number of electrons transferred, e is the elementary charge,
DI−3 is the diffusion coefficient of I
−
3 , cI−3 is the concentration of I
−
3 in the
electrolyte, L is the Avogadro constant, and de is the distance between the
electrodes. The short circuit current density, JSC , of the DSSC cannot ex-
ceed JSC,max [8, 9]. When the DSSC current is limited by I
−
3 diffusion, the
temperature dependency of I−3 diffusion is dominant and JSC increases with
temperature [9, 29, 109]. Increased DSSC current densities corresponds with
increased DSSC efficiency, thus, improved DSSC performance is expected at
higher DSSC temperatures [9, 29].
Recombination
The rate of DSSC electron recombination processes is also temperature
dependent [9, 29, 109, 116]. The recombination of injected electrons in the TiO2
film with triiodide in the electrolyte have been recognized as the dominant
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recombination process in DSSCs [8, 46–48]. As described in Equation 2.16,
this reverse process occurs at the interface between the mesopours TiO2 film
and the electrolyte when some injected electrons in the TiO2 conduction band
reduces I−3 [24, 44–46]. The recombination produces a recombination current
density, Jr, that is proportional its recombination reaction rate, kr, [8],
Jr = ekrcI−3 (n− n0), (2.35)
where n and n0 are electron concentration in the TiO2 layer under illumination
and dark conditions, respectively.
Literature presented two different approaches to determining kr. The
first method uses the assumption that recombination in DSSCs is a heteroge-
neous electron transfer and is therefore limited by the electric potential [118].
The kr is therefore exponential dependence on temperature according to the
Arrhenius equation, just like the triiodide diffusion coefficient, [30, 118],






where k0 is the standard reaction rate constant, β is a transfer coefficient
related to the activation energy for recombination reaction, η is the overpo-
tential, and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
The second approach assumes that recombination is limited by electron
transport in the TiO2 film. Therefore, kr is dependent on electron density,
n [41, 119–121]. Electron density, in turn, is a function of position in the
TiO2 photoanode and time [119, 121]. The basic method to model n and
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the resulting kr is to assume one dimensional diffusion transport for electrons
within the TiO2 film, where x is 0 at the TCO-TiO2 interface and is dt at
the TiO2-electrolyte interface [41, 119, 122, 123]. Then, the kr given location










where n is total electron density, n0 is electron density in the dark, and Tc
is a characteristic temperature approximately 1000 K [41, 119]. The overall
kr would be the integral of k
′
r(x) across the thickness of the TiO2 film. The
relation of k′r(x) described in Equation 2.37 indicates that the recombination
rates decreases with increasing temperature.
The recombination current density decreases the photocurrent density,
Jph [8, 9, 29, 44, 45],
Jph = Jinj − Jr, (2.38)
where Jinj is the electron injection current. The Jinj results from photon
absorption and electron injection processes described by Equation 2.13 and
2.14 in Section 2.2 and is expressed as,
Jinj = eAΦ, (2.39)
where A is optical absorptance and Φ is incident photon flux.
The DSSC short circuit current density, JSC , is [8],
JSC = Jph − Jd = Jinj − Jr + Jd, (2.40)
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where Jd is the dark current density. In DSSCs, Jd is typically much smaller
than the recombination current density, hence, the Jph can be taken as the
JSC [8],
JSC = Jinj − Jr. (2.41)
Assuming constant irradiance and therefore constant Jinj, Jsc decreases with
increasing recombination of the injected electrons and thus with increasing
temperature. When this recombination process is dominant, DSSC perfor-
mance decreases with temperature [9, 29].
In addition to affecting DSSC current, the increased injected electron
to triiodide recombination rate also decreases the maximum DSSC voltage,
the open circuit voltage, VOC , [8, 9, 44–46],











where VFB is the TiO2 flat band potential, Vredox is the potential of reduction-
oxidation reaction in the electrolyte, Φinj is the charge injection flux into TiO2
conduction band, and ce−(T iO2) is the concentration of injected electrons at
TiO2 surface. The recombination reaction rate is the dominant temperature
dependence parameter in Equation (2.42) so that DSSC open circuit current
decreases linearly with increase in temperature [9, 124]. At open circuit, elec-
tron density is high in the photoanode so that the rate kr is proportional to
the magnitude of the slope of the open circuit voltage versus temperature plot
[9, 124]. Thus, increasing temperature can be detrimental to DSSC perfor-
mance by decreasing both photocurrent and photovoltage through increased
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recombination [8, 9, 29].
Nitrogen Heterocyclic Compounds
Lastly, the presence of nitrogen heterocyclic compounds, NHCs, in the
electrolyte may also alter the DSSC’s temperature dependence. NHCs can
coadsorb onto the TiO2 thin film and fill up space not taken up by the dye,
decreasing the available sites for recombination via Equation 2.19 [46]. Lower
recombination rates will result in higher output voltage and current through-
out all temperature and I2 concentrations [9, 29]. Temperature also interacts
with NHCs directly through ionic crystal formation. NHCs such as imida-
zoles (MBI) can form the (MBI)6(I
−)(I−3 ) crystal following in the electrolyte
[125]. Crystal formation will decrease available I−3 concentration in the elec-
trolyte, decreasing both output DSSC current (Equation 2.34 and recombina-
tion (Equation 2.19). The crystal formation decreases with increasing temper-
ature [46].
Previous Work
The most comprehensive temperature study to date was performed by
Berginc et al. [9, 29]. Performance was evaluated under one level of irradiance,
1000 W/m2, and temperature from 5 to 55 ◦C for three types of DSSCs with
different ionic liquid based electrolytes. The concentration of triiodide was
also varied by altering the concentration of iodine, I2, in all three electrolytes.
Furthermore, the authors also reported on the performance of a fourth type
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of DSSC with an electrolyte containing 0.05 M I2, 0.1 M LiI, 0.6 M PMII,
and 0.1 M lithium iodide (LiI) in acetonitrile solution. The authors concluded
that DSSC performance for all four electrolyte types was strongly dependent
on both temperature and the iodine, I2, concentration [9, 29]. The tradeoff
between the temperature dependencies of triiodide diffusion and electron re-
combination was confirmed in the relations of JSC versus temperature [9, 29].
For all electrolytes, the VOC decreased linearly with increasing temperature,
with the slope dVOC/dT increasing in magnitude with increasing I2 concentra-
tion. For the acetonitrile-based electrolyte, the injected electron to triiodide
recombination was found to be dominant over the majority of the temperature
range [29]. The decreasing DSSC efficiency with temperature mirrors the de-
crease in VOC with increasing temperature [29]. Thus, VOC was more influential
than JSC in determining the temperature dependence of DSSC performance
[29].
2.5.2 Irradiance
The relationship between intensity of sunlight and the DSSC perfor-
mance has been investigated in literature and is relatively well understood.
The photon flux incident on the DSSC, Φ, is directly proportional to irradi-







where Gλ is spectral irradiance, h is Planck’s constant and c is speed of light in
vacuum. The irradiance, G, is the integration of the particular light source’s
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If the light source’s irradiance level does not impact its spectral output, then
Φ has a linear relationship with G [3, 8, 126].
Equations 2.39 and 2.41 indicates that with negligible or a G dependent
recombination current, the DSSC current has linear relationship of DSSC short
circuit current density, JSC , with irradiance. Several experimental results have
shown this phenomena [8, 127].
This linear relationship would not hold true under two conditions.
First, the diffusion limitation on maximum DSSC current described in Sec-
tion 2.5.1 will occur at higher irradiances with larger magnitude of Jinj and
thus resulting JSC [9]. In DSSCs where the I
−
3 concentration is low, the JSC to
G relationship deviates negatively from linearity due to low I−3 concentration
at the cathode [8].
The relationship of DSSC voltage with Φ is logarithmic, as seen in
Equation 2.42. Therefore, open circuit voltage, VOC , should demonstrate a
positive logarithmic dependence with irradiance [8, 118, 128].
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Chapter 3
Fabrication and Characterization of Liquid
Electrolyte Dye Sensitized Solar Cell
The chapter describes the fabrication and characterization of a DSSC
having an acetonitrile based electrolyte. To the best of the authors knowledge,
it reports for the first time the coupled effects of irradiance and temperature
on the operation and performance of the DSSCs
3.1 Design And Fabrication Of The Dye-Sensitized So-
lar Cells
3.1.1 Nanocrystalline TiO2 Layer Deposition and Sintering
Each DSSC utilized a mesoporous, nanocrystaline TiO2 layer made
from a TiO2 nanoparticle colloidal suspension (sol-gel) prepared using state
of the art methods [45]. 6 g of TiO2 nanopowder (Degussa, P25, Germany)
was mixed with 0.1 mL acetylacetone (Fluka, 10916, Germany) and 4.5 mL
deionized water (Thermo Scientific, D4641, MA, USA). The deionized water
was added in 0.5 mL intervals and the suspension was ground in a mortar and
pestle until it was visibly uniform after each addition of deionized water.
The transparent conductive substrate used was a fluorine-doped tin
oxide (FTO) glass plate (Hartford, TEC-8, IN, USA) measuring 25×25×3.2
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mm with the sheet resistance of 6-9 Ω/sq. A film having a circular area of
0.33 cm2 was deposited using the doctor-blade method. The solvents were
evaporated from the film in room temperature under atmospheric conditions.
Then, the TiO2 film was sintered in a burnout oven (Vulcan, 3-550, KY, USA)
at 450 ◦C for 30 min starting at room temperature at a rate of 40 ◦C/min.
Lastly, the TiO2 film was cooled to 70
◦C slowly over 90 minutes to prevent
glass cracking.
A scanning electron microscope (SEM) (FEI, F600, OR, USA) was used
to physically characterized the finished nanocrystalline TiO2 films. Figure 3.1
shows the SEM image of the nanocrystalline TiO2 film. The interconnected
TiO2 particles have diameters ranging from 15 to 55 nm, with an average
diameter of 28 nm. The thickness of the TiO2 film was determined to be 6.6
± 0.6 µm using a profilometer (Dektak, 6M, NY, USA).
3.1.2 Dye-Sensitization of TiO2
The nanocrystaline TiO2 layer was sensitized with ruthenium N-749 dye
(triisothiocyanato-(2,2’:6’,6-terpyridyl-4,4’,4-tricarboxylato)ruthenium(II) tris(tetra-
butylammonium)), commonly known as ”black dye”, (Solaronix, 620-1H3TBA,
Switzerland) [6]. First, black dye was dissolved in 200 proof ethanol (Decon
Labs, ACS limits, PA, USA) at a concentration of 20% w/v. The black dye
solution was magnetically stirred (Fisher Scientific, Isotemp, PA, USA) at 400
rpm for 5 hours at room temperature and under atmospheric pressure. Then,
the TiO2 film at 70
◦C was submerged in the dye solution for 24 hours at room
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Figure 3.1: SEM image of the nanocrystalline structure of the sintered TiO2
film.
temperature and under atmospheric pressure [9, 74]. Finally, the photoanode
was removed from the dye solution and rinsed in 200 proof ethanol (Decon
Labs, ACS limits, PA, USA) [74].
3.1.3 Electrolyte Preparation
The electrolyte used in the experiments was acetonitrile-based and pre-
pared by adding (i) 0.2 M of anhydrous lithium iodide (LiI) (Fisher Scien-
tific, AC20359, PA, USA), (ii) 0.6 M of 1-methyl-3-propylimidazolium iodide
(PMII) (Alfa Aesar, H27682, MA, USA), (iii) 0.06 M of anhydrous iodine (I2)
(Sigma-Aldrich, 207772, MO, USA), and (iv) 0.5 M of the nitrogen heterocyclic
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compound 1-methylbenzimidazole (MBI) (Alfa Aesar, B25472, MA, USA) to
acetonitirile (Sigma-Aldrich, 241004, MO, USA) [28]. The electrolyte solution
was magnetically stirred at 1200 rpm for 24 hours at room temperature and
under atmospheric pressure.
3.1.4 Platinum Layer Deposition and Sintering
A transparent platinum film cathode with 0.64 cm2 area was fabricated
by depositing a platinum precursor (Solaronix, Platisol, Switzerland) on FTO
glass plate using the doctor-blade method [74]. The solvents were evaporated
at room temperature for 10 min. Then, the film was sintered in the burnout
oven (Vulcan, 3-550, KY, USA) at 400 ◦C for 30 min starting at room tem-
perature and increasing at a rate of 40 ◦C/min [74]. Finally, the cathode was
rinsed in 200 proof ethanol (Decon Labs, ACS limits, PA, USA) [74].
3.1.5 Cell Assembly
Figure 3.2 shows the schematic of (a) the top and (b) side view of the
assembled DSSC. The cell was sealed using one layer of 60 µm thick Surlyn
film (Solaronix, SX1170-60, Switzerland). The electrolyte was injected into the
cell through pre-drilled holes on the FTO glass plate with the dye-sensitized
TiO2 photoanode layer. The holes were sealed by another layer of Surlyn film
with a glass cover slip. Electrical contacts were made by depositing via doctor-
blade silver conductive epoxy (MG Chemicals, 8331-14G, Canada) films on the
photoanode and cathode lips. Lastly, the assembled DSSC, shown in Figure
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3.3 was placed in the dark under open voltage condition for 12 hours to allow
full penetration of the electrolyte into the photoanode layer [9].
Figure 3.2: Schematic view of the (a) top and (b) side of fabricated DSSCs.
3.2 Polarization Curve Measurement
Figure 3.4 shows the schematic of the system used for measuring the
DSSC polarization curves. An AM 1.5 Global filter (Newport, 81094, CA,
USA) was used in conjunction with the 300 W Xenon lamp (Newport, 66984,
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Figure 3.3: Photograph of the top view of a fabricated DSSC.
CA, USA) to simulate sunlight. The polarization curve measurement setup was
compared with a reference monocrystalline silicon photovoltaic cell certified
by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (Hamamatsu, S1133A KG5
Filtered, Japan). Figure 3.5 compared the polarization curve of this reference
cell obtained with our setup with polarization curve provided by NREL. The
measurements agreed with each other within 0.10% for JSC , 4.4% for VOC , and
within 3.0 % for η.
The DSSC performance was measured at three irradiances, G, namely
500, 1000, and 1500 W m−2 measured with a calibrated photodiode. A source
meter (Keithley, 2400, OH, USA), supplied the DC voltages from 0 to 0.75
V at 25 mV intervals and measured the corresponding DSSC currents. A 1 s
delay occurred between supplying the voltage and measuring the current. The
η, JSC , and VOC were calculated from the polarization data.
3.3 Temperature Control
The temperature of the DSSC was varied from 5 to 50 ◦C in 5 ◦C in-
tervals. The temperature was measured using three thermocouples attached
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of the temperature controlled photovoltaic cell polar-
ization curve measurement system.
either sides of the cell using heat resistant tape (Fisher Scientific, 19-160-0098,
USA). A Peltier device (Marlow, RC12-8-01, TX, USA), measuring an area of
40×40 mm with a thickness of 3.6 mm, powered by a programmable DC power
supply (Agilent, E3642A, CA, USA) was used to control the DSSC tempera-
ture. At temperatures below room temperature, the DSSC and Peltier device
was placed on a heat sink consisting of a small aluminum plate submerged in
melting ice. A data acquisition device (Personal DAQ54, iOtech, OH, USA)
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of IV curve obtained using the polarization curve
measurement setup with NREL calibration data.
recorded the thermocouple readings throughout the experiments. If the tem-
perature readings on both sides of the cell is within 1 ◦C, the temperature is
assumed constant throughout the cell and is determined by the mathematical
mean of all thermocouple readings.
3.4 Results and Discussion
Figure 3.6 shows the short circuit density, JSC , and the open circuit
voltage VOC , as a function of temperature from 5 to 50
◦C at three irradi-
ances, G, namely 500, 1000, and 1500 W m−2. Figure 3.6(a) identifies two
thermal regimes, where at temperatures lower than 15 ◦C the JSC increases
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with increasing temperature and where temperatures larger than 15 ◦C JSC
decreases with increasing temperature. This JSC behavior was attributed to
the limitation of JSC by recombination of electrons with triiodide, I
−
3 , in the
electrolyte. At lower temperatures, the recombination process is limited by
electron density in the photoanode. The recombination will decrease with
increasing temperature via the recombination rate determined by 2.37. How-
ever, at the high temperature thermal region, the JSC was constrained by the
electron transfer-limited recombination. The injected electrons in the TiO2
conduction band recombined with I−3 in the electrolyte at a rate that increased
with increased temperature, as determined by Equation 2.36. Since recombi-
nation current density, Jr, is linearly proportional to the recombination rate,
the photocurrent density, Jph, and JSC decreases with increasing Jr. These
two thermal regions of JSC was similar to previous temperature dependency
studies of DSSCs [9, 29, 109, 116, 129]. It is possible that the JSC was lim-
ited by diffusion of triiodide ions in the electrolyte below 15 ◦C at the high
irradiance of 1500 W m−2. As seen in Equation 2.33 and 2.34, the limiting
current, Jlim, increased with increasing temperature, and thus JSC increased
with increasing temperature.
On the other hand, figure 3.6(b) indicates that open circuit voltage,
VOC , was found to be linearly dependent on temperature at all three irradi-
ances. This linear dependence was the result of the previously mentioned rela-
tion between injection electron recombination and VOC , described in Equation
2.42. The linear dependency hads been characterized many times in previous
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Figure 3.6: (a) Short circuit current density and (b) open circuit voltage, as
functions of temperature from 5 to 50 ◦C at three irradiances 500, 1000, and
1500 W m−2.
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DSSC research [9, 29, 109, 116, 124, 128, 129]. The magnitude of VOC/dT ver-
sus temperature is positively dependent on recombination probability of the
DSSC, with solid-state DSSCs possessing steeper slopes than liquid electrolyte
DSSCs [124].
Figure 3.7(a) shows JSC at 25
◦C as a function of irradiance. The
coupled effect of irradiance with temperature dependency was that JSC was
found to generally have a linear relation with irradiance, G, over the 5 to
50 ◦C. In the diffusion dominated thermal region, this is likely due to the
increase in concentration of I−3 in the electrolyte, cI−3 . The increase in oxidized
dye molecules was due to increased irradiance via the absorption of photons
increased cI−3 by the reduction process described in Equation 2.15. In the
recombination dominated thermal region, equations 2.38 and 2.40 indicated
that JSC is proportional with Jph if the recombination current density, Jr, does
not significantly change. Increased irradiance will linearly increase the current
density of the electrons injected from the dye to the TiO2 layer, Jinj, and
thus increase both Jph and JSC [12, 127]. Similar results indicating a linear
relationship between JSC and irradiance in the 500 to 1000 W m
−2 range
are reported in other DSSC studies [8, 127]. The positive slope, dJSC/dT ,
in the diffusion limited thermal region and its negative counterpart in the
recombination limited region are steeper than what was reported by Berginc
et al. for a DSSC with acetonitrile-based electrolyte.
Figure 3.7(b) displays the relationship between VOC and irradiance at
three temperatures. The intensity dependence of open circuit voltage, VOC ,
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Figure 3.7: (a) Short circuit current density and (b) open circuit voltage rela-
tionships with irradiance at 5, 15, and 40 ◦C.
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was found to be logarithmic. This relationship has been well known to apply
to DSSCs and found by previous studies [8, 118, 128]. It is determined by two
competing processes [128]. Increased irradiance reduces charge lifetime and
will lower VOC [128]. However, increased irradiance will also increase VOC by
raising the DSSC chemical potential [125, 128]. The increase resulting from
the raised chemical potential is dominant and therefore VOC increased with
increased irradiance.
Figure 3.8 illustrates the combined effects of temperature and irradiance
on the DSSC photoconversion efficiency, η. Showing influence of JSC on η,
two thermal regimes exists with a boundary at 15 ◦C. At temperatures below
15 ◦C, efficiency appeared to be independent of temperature. There was an
overall decrease in η with increasing temperature at temperatures above 15 ◦C.
This was similar to what also demonstrated by Berginc et al. for DSSC with
acetonitrile-based electrolyte [29]. The DSSC efficiency increased slightly at
higher efficiencies. This was attributed to the higher VOC at higher irradiances
across the temperature range. The influence of irradiance on VOC and η was
also demonstrated by Huang et al. [8].
These results, combined with previous studies, suggest that for fu-
ture commercialization, the temperature of DSSC modules may require more
scrutiny than conventional silicon photovoltaic cells. The photoconversion ef-
ficiency of silicon cells therefore exhibit a relatively straightforward, negative
relation with temperature in typical operating temperatures (i.e. 5 to 50 ◦C
range) [9, 12]. Due to the two competing temperature dependent process that
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Figure 3.8: (Photoconversion efficiency as functions of temperature from 5 to
50 ◦C at three irradiances 500, 1000, and 1500 W m−2.
determines DSSC photoconversion efficiency, optimum operational tempera-
ture can vary and be tuned. In our current study, an liquid acetonitrile contain-
ing a typical I2 concentration was used and the optimum efficiency at 1000 W
m−2 was 15 ◦C. DSSCs with the ionic liquid-based electrolytes, possessing lower
efficiencies but with higher stability than acetonitrile-based electrolytes, has
different optimum temperatures. Previous ionic-liquid based DSSCs reached
maximum η at temperatures between 10 and 40 ◦C [29, 109, 116]. These dif-
ferent optimum temperatures may meant different temperature dependencies
of the recombination rate kr. DSSC commercialization may entail optimizing




This study reports the fabrication and characterization of dye sensi-
tized solar cells with acetonitrile based electrolyte. The coupled thermal and
irradiance dependent current-voltage characteristics and photoconversion effi-
ciency were measured under varying irradiance from 500 to 1500 W m−2 and
operating temperatures from 5 to 50 ◦C. Based on the obtained results the
following conclusions can be drawn:
1. For all irradiances two thermal performance regions are defined. At
temperatures lower than 15 ◦C the short circuit current increased with
increasing temperature indicating recombination process limited by elec-
tron density. At temperatures larger than 15 ◦C the short circuit cur-
rent decreased with increasing temperature indicating electron transfer-
limited recombination.
2. The short circuit current increased linearly with increasing irradiance.
Moreover, at temperatures where short circuit current was relatively
larger, it was more sensitive to changes in irradiance.
3. For all irradiances the open circuit voltage decreased linearly with in-
creasing temperature.
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4. For all temperature the open circuit voltage increased logarithmically
with increasing irradiance. The sensitivity of the open circuit voltage to
irradiance was similar at all temperatures.
5. The photoconversion efficiency of the cells was not significantly affected
by temperature at temperatures smaller than 15 ◦C. At larger tempera-
tures the efficiency decreased with increasing temperature.
6. The photoconversion efficiency increased with irradiance and was more
sensitive to irradiance at lower temperatures.
The data obtained in this study can be useful for mathematical model-
ing of charge separation, recombination and ion diffusion phenomena in DSSCs
for better understanding and optimizing the design of DSSCs for maximum
performance under varying operating conditions.
Moreover, this study promoted the following topics for further research
to develop robust and highly efficient dye sensitized solar cells:
1. Mathematical modeling of DSSCs taking into account photon transport
and absorption, charge separation, transport and recombination and ion
diffusion as functions of irradiance and temperature. The model can be
used to vary design parameters such as geometry and material properties
to design highly efficient cells under wide range of operating conditions.
2. A common method of recombination suppression for DSSCs is the ad-
dition of nitrogen heterocyclic compounds (NHCs) in liquid electrolytes
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[125]. Current-voltage (IV) characterization of DSSCs with different
NHC concentrations over a wide range of temperature and irradiance
can determine the optimum concentrations of NHCs for DSSCs.
3. Lastly, this study promotes experimental and computational studies of
the viability of DSSCs in concentrated solar power systems. These sys-
tems seeks to lower costs by concentrating the irradiance of an incident
area larger than that of the solar cell [130]. Both the operating tem-
perature and irradiance experienced by photovoltaic cells are very high
[130]. Determination of the short and long term IV characteristics under
high irradiance and temperature are required to improve efficiency and





External and Internal Quantum Efficiency
Measurements
The setup and operation of the quantum efficiency measurement system
for photovoltaic cells is described in this appendix.
A.1 Optical Alignment and Collimation
The first step to conducting a quantum efficiency (QE) measurement is
to optically alignment the instruments for subsequent reference and photocur-
rent measurements. These are the steps for alignment of the EQE measure-
ment system:
1. Begin the spreadsheet ”QE Measurement” and save a new copy. Plug
in and roughly visually aligned all instruments. Use the level and angle
finder to level the lamp, monochromator, and optics breadboard. To
adjust the height of each equipment, rotate the four screws located at
each corner. Remove the two red protective covers from the input and
output ports of the monochromator (Newport, Cornerstone 260, CA,
USA). Tape the paper target onto the Silicon (Si) detector (Hamamatsu,
S1336-8BK, Japan) so that the circular flange of the detector is inscribed
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within the square target. The Si detector is installed onto a optical rail
on the optical breadboard
Figure A.1: Lamp power supply at ”lamp on” setting.
2. The intensity of the 300 W Xe lamp (Newport, 66984, CA, USA) presents
a danger to the experimenter. Make sure the laser safety glass (New-
port, G3984, CA, USA), lab coat, nitrile or latex gloves are worn before
igniting the lamp. The lamp power supply (Newport, 69911, CA, USA)
is shown in Figure A.1. Turn it on with the power switch. The lamp
settings display shows the amount of power which will be supplied to
the Xe lamp. According to manufacturer regulations, the Xe lamp can
be supplied with power from 240 to 360 W. The intensity of the incident
light is proportional to supplied power. Press SET/ENTER and use
the four arrows to change the power setting. Press the LAMP START
button to ignite the Xenon lamp. The intensity of the lamp steadily de-
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creases over an hour until it reaches steady. It is recommended to begin
measurements after this period.
3. Next, the output monochromatic light is aligned and collimated. Start
the ”QE System” LabVIEW VI. Turn on the monchromator. Run QE
Measurement and select a wavelength in the visible region, such as 400
nm in the numerical control box above the GO TO WAVELENGTH but-
ton. Press GO TO WAVELENGTH and the monochromator will select
that wavelength, displaying the current wavelength under CURRENT
WAVELENGTH. Press END PROGRAM TO stop the VI. The band-
pass of the output monochromatic light is determined by the reciprocal
dispersion, the ratio of the bandpass to outlet slit width, of the current
grating. Adjust the micrometer-driven output slit to vary the bandpass.
Enter the selected slit width in the ”Monochromator” tab of the spread-
sheet. Finally, measure the distance between the Si detector flange and
the tip monochromator output lens assembly.
4. Using the target, iteratively adjust the position of the Si Detector until
a rectangular, collimated beam is present at the center of the paper
target. Using the digital caliper, measure rectangular beam image to
confirm that the dimensions are less than 5.80 × 5.80 mm-the area of
the sensitive photoanode in the Si detector. Insert the OD = 1.0 neutral
density filter (Thorlabs, NJ, USA) and use another paper target to ensure
the monochromatic beam travels through the center of the filter.
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A.2 Reference Spectral Irradiance Measurement
Figure A.2: Schematic of quantum efficiency measurement system for photo-
voltaic cell spectral photocurrent measurement.
The first measurement using the EQE system is of the reference incident
spectral irradiance, Gλ. Figure A.2 shows a schematic of the QE system
during a reference measurement. These are the steps to conduct the reference
measurement:
1. Remove the paper target from the Si detector. Connect the Si detector
to the lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems, SR830, CA, USA)
using BNC cable, as shown in Figure A.3. Connect the optical chopper
controller, shown in Figure A.4 and power supply (Stanford Research
Systems, SR540, CA, USA) to the lock-in amplifier, also via BNC cable.
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Figure A.3: Lock-in amplifier during EQE operation.
2. Turn on the lock-in amplifier. Select the following settings:
• Time Constant = 100 ms
• Slope = 24 dB
• Sensitivity = 1 µs
• Channel 1 Display = R
• Input = I (106); AC
3. Turn on the optical chopper and select a frequency using the range selec-
tor and control knob on the chopper controller and power supply. The
recommended frequency is between 100 to 200 Hz. Frequencies at or a
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Figure A.4: Chopper controller and power supply.
few Hz adjacent to a multiple of 60 Hz, e.g. 120 Hz, must be avoided.
4. Run the QE System LabVIEW VI. On the control panel, select the range
of the scan by entering the beginning wavelength under START WAVE-
LENGTH and the stopping wavelength under END WAVELENGTH.
The maximum range detectable by the Si Detector is 300 to 1100 nm.
Select the scan’s intervals under WAVELENGTH INTERVAL and the
number of measurements at each interval under MEASUREMENT PER
INTERVAL. More measurements per interval ensure higher accuracy and
shows the precision of the final spectral irradiance measurements. The
MEASUREMENT DELAY is the time between changing to the new
wavelength and the first measurement, as well as the time between each
subsequent measurement. This delay is typically optimum at 10 to 20 s,
depending on the capacitance of the photovoltaic cell to be tested. Cells
with higher capacitance, like DSSCs, require longer delays.
5. To store data, press TURN ON SAVE. Press START SCAN to begin
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scanning. A windows dialogue box will put up to prompt the location
and name of the data file. Enter the file name like this: filename.txt.
The scan will commence. The current wavelength is displayed under
CURRENT WAVELENGTH and the current channel 1 R value, the Si
detector’s current, is displayed under CURRENT R VALUE. After the
scan is finished, press END PROGRAM.
6. Go to the folder and open the data text file. Each line contain the
data measured at each interval, the wavelength, R value (current), the
R value standard deviation, and R value standard error, separated by
semicolons. Go the ”Irradiance” tab of the spreadsheet. With the cell A2
selected, copy the saved data. In the options for the pasted data, choose
separation by semicolons. The spreadsheet ”Irradiance” calculates and
graphs the power, irradiance, and spectral irradiance from the data.
A.3 Photovoltaic Cell Spectral Photocurrent Measure-
ment
Next, the spectral photocurrent of the photovoltaic cell is measured:
1. Carefully disconnect the Si detector from the BNC cable and the bread-
board. Install the photovoltaic cell so that it is at the same distance from
the tip of the monochromator outlet lens assembly as the Si detector.
Use the BNC-banana clip adaptor to connect the photovoltaic cell with
the lock-in amplifier.
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Figure A.5: Schematic of quantum efficiency measurement system for photo-
voltaic cell spectral photocurrent measurement.
2. Run a scan using the same settings for the QE System LabVIEW VI
and lock-in amplifier as was used for the reference spectral irradiance
measurement.
3. Copy and paste the data file into cell A2 on the ”Cell” sheet of the
spreadsheet. The cell’s photocurrent is graphed.
A.4 Transmittance and Reflectance Measurements
The transmittance and reflectance of the photovoltaic cell’s photoanode
is used to determine internal quantum efficiency (IQE). It is determined in this
way:
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Figure A.6: Configuration of the integrating sphere and Si detector for (a)
transmittance and (b) reflectance measurement.
1. The integrating sphere (SphereOptics, SPH-4Z-4, NH, USA) is prepared
with installed Si detector in the manner of a transmittance or reflectance
measurement as show in Figure A.6. The integrating sphere will be
installed in place of the rail on the optical breadboard.
2. Temporary tape the paper target over the inlet port of the integrat-
ing sphere. Visually align the integrating sphere so that a collimated,
rectangular beam image appears through the center of the inlet port.
3. Conduct a reference and sample measurement using the same LabVIEW
VI and lock-in amplifier settings as was used for the spectral irradiance
and cell photocurrent measurements. In the case of transmittance, the
reference measurement is conducted without any object covering the inlet
port. The sample measurement is conducted by taping the photoanode
over the inlet port so that the monochromatic light passes through the
photoanode. In the case of reflectance, the reference measurement is
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taken with a port plug as the tested sample. The sample measurement
substitutes the photoanode for the plug.
4. Copy and paste the reference and sample measurements in the ”Trans-
mittance” and ”Reflectance” tabs of the spreadsheet. The spectral trans-
mittance and reflectance is calculated.
A.5 Quantum Efficiency Data Analysis
The external (EQE) and internal (IQE) quantum efficiency and sensi-
tivity are calculated in the ”EQE” and ”IQE” tabs of the spreadsheet. Com-





Figure B.1: Schematic of the temperature controlled photovoltaic cell polar-
ization curve measurement system.
The polarization, or current-voltage (IV), curve of dye-sensitized solar
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Figure B.2: Photograph of the polarization curve characterization system.
cells (DSSCs) are measured using an isothermal polarization curve measure-
ment system. Figure B.1 is the schematic and B.2 is a photograph of this
system. The operation of this system is divided into the use of a source meter
(Keithley, 2400, OH, USA) to measure the IV curve, detailed in Section B.1,
and control of the photovoltaic cell’s temperature, described by Section B.2.
Section 2.4.1 explains the definition and use of the IV curve for photovoltaic
cells.
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B.1 Source Meter Characterization
These are the steps for measurement of the IV curve of a photovoltaic
cell is measured using a Keithley 2400 source meter:
1. Open and save a new version of the Excel spreadsheet ”IV Measure-
ment”. Install the AM 1.5 Global filter (Newport, CA, USA) onto the
Xe lamp holder. Visually align the Xe lamp with the neutral density
filter holders.
2. Turn on the Xe lamp taking the same precautions and following the same
steps as described in the QE measurement system section. Use the light
blocker to trap the incident light.
3. Connect the NREL calibrated silicon photovoltaic reference cell (Hama-
matsu, S1133A KG5 Filtered, Japan) to the souce meter. Align the cell
so that at the same location as the photovoltaic cell and incident to the
light. Press the ”I” button on the ”Measure” panel and the ”V” button
on the ”Source” panel on the source meter to measure the cell’s short
circuit current, ISC . The reference cell produces a ISC of 0.747 mA at
an irradiance, G, of 1000 W m−2. The ISC is assumed to have linear re-
sponse to G over the range of 500 to 1500 W m−2 at room temperature,
e.g. ISC is 0.374 mA at G of 500 W m
−2 [12]. Use a combination of
different neutral density filters and adjusting lamp power to select the
irradiance level. Measure the irradiance at before, during, and after each
IV curve measurement, as the output of the Newport Xe lamp can vary
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about ± 2%. Enter the calculated irradiance levels in the ”Irradiance”
tab of the ”IV Measurement” spreadsheet to find an average G value
of the IV for use in calculating solar conversion efficiency via Equation
2.30.
4. Connect the photovoltaic cell with the source meter. Run the LabVIEW
VI ”2400 swA Linear Stair with DCV”. Enter the starting voltage in
START V, ending voltage in STOP V, and the number of data points
in POINTS. Select 1.000E-2 for COMPLIANCE I, 1 for ARM COUNT,
0.01 for NPLC, 2 s for TRIG DELAY, and 3 s for SOUR DELAY. Press
SETUP LINEAR STAIR SWEEP to confirm your settings. The voltage
interval is displayed in STEP V. Choose YES for LOG. Under FILE
PATH, specify the location and name of the data file.
5. To start the IV measurement, press START SWEEP. The data, voltage
and corresponding current, is displayed in the DATA tab, GRAPH tab,
and stored in the saved data file.
6. Copy and paste the data file into cell A2 of the ”IV” in the spreadsheet.
Enter the area of the cell’s photoanode in ”Settings” tab.
7. The current density, J, voltage, and power is plotted as IV and power
curves. Using an equation solver, such as Matlab, the maximum power
density can be determined. Entering that information in the ”Analysis”
tab will provide fill factor (FF) and photoconversion efficiency (η).
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B.2 Temperature Control
Figure B.3: Side schematic of a DSSC.
The temperature of the photovoltaic cell can be maintained from 5 to
100 ◦C using the temperature control apparatus:
1. Tape the tips of T-type thermocouples (Omega, TT-T-36-100, CT, USA)
onto both sides of the photovoltaic cell using heat resistant tape (Fisher
Scientific, 19-160-0098, USA), as shown for a DSSC in Figure B.3. Use
a flathead screw driver to connect the ends of each thermocouple to the
analog ports of the data acquisition device (DAQ). Increase the number
of thermocouples to increase the accuracy of cell temperature measure-
ments. If the temperature readings on both sides of the cell is within
1 ◦C, the temperature is assumed constant throughout the cell and is
determined by the mathematical mean of all thermocouple readings.
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2. The front of the Peltier device (Marlow, RC12-8-01, TX, USA) is at-
tached to the back of the photovoltaic cell using zinc oxide conductive
thermal paste (GC Electronics, 10-8106, IL, USA) and clamps. Squeeze
an approximately 10 mm diameter drop of thermal paste onto the Peltier
device’s front (the side with lettering) face. Spread the paste into an even
film with a metal spatula. Press the back side (opposite to photoanode)
of the photovoltaic cell onto the Peltier device’s front face.
3. Connect the Peltier device to the DC power supply (Agilent, E3642A,
CA, USA). To heat the front surface, connect the positive terminal of
the Peltier device to the positive terminal of the power supply and the
negative to the negative.
4. Reverse the polarities to cool Peltier device’s front surface. Place the
Peltier device w/ the attached cell on the aluminum block heat sink
w/ thermal paste, as shown in Figure B.1. The heat sink is cooled by




The nanocrystalline TiO2 thin films utilized in this study’s photoelec-
trochemical cells are characterized for their electrical and physical properties.
Section C.1 contains instructions for using the four point probe method to
characterize the sheat resistance and sheat resistivity of the thin films. Sur-
face imaging of the thin films using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) is
described in Section C.2. Lastly, Section C.3 discusses measurement of thin
film thickness using a profilometer.
C.1 Four Point Probe Characterization
The four point probe apparatus measures the sheet resistance and sheet
resistivity of thin films using the van der Pauw method. Theoretical considera-
tions of sheet resistance and sheet resistivity are discussed in details in Section
2.3. These are the instructions for sheet resistance and sheet resistivity mea-
surements of thin films used in this study:
1. Install the thin film into the sample holder as seen in Figure C.1. The
sample can have a maximum thickness of 10 mm and have a projected
area no larger than a 25 mm by 25 mm square. Carefully pull each gold
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Figure C.1: A sample, a black carbon film, is held by the four probes during
resistivity measurement.
Figure C.2: Schematic of connections on a sample undergoing conductivity
testing by a four-point probe utilizing van der Pauw method [10, 11].
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plated pin and gently release the pin over a point on the film. Identify
the four pins so that they are arranged as shown in Figure 2.6.
2. Turn on the multimeter (Keithley, 2400, OH, USA) and select Source I,
Measure V, and four point test. Run the LabVIEW VI ”2400 swA Linear
Stair with DCV”. In the Scan settings, choose to source current from -1
mA to +1 mA at 50 µA intervals. Enter -0.0001 in START A, +0.0001
A in ending voltage in STOP V, and 41 for number of data points in
POINTS. Select 1.000E+2 for COMPLIANCE V, 1 for ARM COUNT,
0.01 for NPLC, 1 s for TRIG DELAY, and 1 s for SOUR DELAY. Press
SETUP LINEAR STAIR SWEEP to confirm your settings. The current
interval is displayed in STEP I. Choose YES for LOG. Under FILE
PATH, specify the location and name of the data file.
3. Start the first, ”vertical edge”, resistance measurement. Connect the
wires leading from point 1 and 2 to the left column of the red and black
input ports respectively at the front of multimeter. Connect the points
3 and 4 to the right column of red and black input ports, respectively.
4. Press START SWEEP to begin scan. The data, current and correspond-
ing voltage, is displayed in the DATA tab, GRAPH tab, and stored in
the saved data file. Copy and paste the data into ”Configuration 1”
section of the Excel worksheet ”Conductivity Template”. The sample’s
Rv is the average of all Rv calculated at each current and voltage mea-
surement using Equation 2.25.
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5. Start the ”horizontal edge” resistance measurement. Connect the wires
leading from point 2 and 3 to the left column of the red and black input
ports respectively at the front of multimeter. Connect the points 4 and
1 to the right column of red and black input ports, respectively.
6. Press START SWEEP to begin scan. The data, current and correspond-
ing voltage, is displayed in the DATA tab, GRAPH tab, and stored in
the saved data file. Copy and paste the data into ”Configuration 1”
section of the Excel worksheet ”Conductivity Template”. The sample’s
Rh is the average of all Rh calculated at each current and voltage mea-
surement using Equation 2.26.
7. The sheet resistance is calculated using formula 2.24. The film thickness
measurement from Section C.3 is used to calculate the resistivity of the
film using equation 2.23.
C.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy Characterization
The surfaces of the nanocrystalline anatase titanium(IV) dioxide (TiO2)
thin films were characterized by a scanning electron microscope (SEM). The
preparation of thin film samples is detailed in Section C.2.1. The instruc-
tions for surface imaging of the samples by a SEM (FEI, F600, OR, USA) is
described in Section C.2.2.
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C.2.1 Sample Preparation
The preparation of a nanocrystalline TiO2 thin film for SEM charac-
terization is described:
1. Deposit the TiO2 thin film onto center of the conductive side of a fluorine-
doped tin oxide (FTO) glass plate (Hartford, TEC-8, IN, USA) measur-
ing 25×25×3.2 mm. The deposition method will be identical to what
would be used to fabricate the thin film for an actual photoelectrochemi-
cal cell used in this study; different deposition methods will produce thin
films with different structures. The thin film area is limited to smaller
than 25×25 mm in order leave room on the plate’s conductive surface
for electrical contact.
2. Deposit a layer of silver conductive epoxy (MG Chemicals, 8331-14G,
Canada) onto the edges of the conductive surface. Use the doctor-blade
method with one layer of 50 µm thick tape (3M, Tape 810, MN, USA).
There should be at least 3 separate areas of the silver layer, each with an
minimum area of approximately 25×25 mm. This is to confirm electrical
contact with the SEM sample holder.
3. Test the resistance of the sample. Turn on the handheld multimeter
(Omega, HHM29, CT, USA) to resistance measurement mode by turning
the function/range switch to the notch indicated by the resistance ”Ω”
symbol. Press the contacts of the multimeter’s lead wires onto sample’s
silver conductive epoxy film, with each contact on opposite sides of the
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sample. The resistance measurement should preferably be lower than 10
Ω for good imaging with SEM.
C.2.2 Surface Imaging
These are the instructions for using the Quanta FEG SEM for surface
imaging of a nanocrystalline TiO2 thin film [131]:
1. Mount the thin film sample onto the 32 mm diameter polished specimen
holder with three copper clips. Place the sample with the conductive
surface facing upwards on the center of the specimen holder. Use a
screwdriver to clamp the sample with the three copper clips so that each
clip is securely attached on top of the silver conductive epoxy layer.
2. Test the resistance of the sample. Turn on the handheld multimeter
(Omega, HHM29, CT, USA) to resistance measurement mode by turning
the function/range switch to the notch indicated by the resistance ”Ω”
symbol. Press one contacts of the multimeter’s lead wires on the surface
of the specimen holder away from the clamped sample and the other
contact onto empty section of the FTO conductive surface. The adequate
resistance measurement for SEM imaging is preferably less than 15 Ω.
3. Turn on the nitrogen gas supply to a pressure of 7 psi and press Vent
button on Vacuum module of the Quanta FEG computer control inter-
face to vent the SEM sample chamber. The Vacuum Status icon below
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the Vent button will turn orange until the chamber is fully vented, then
the icon will turn grey.
4. Open the chamber door and carefully place the specimen holder into
the sample holder in the middle of the chamber. Use latex gloves at
all times when placing and removing samples to avoid sample chamber
contamination.
5. Close the chamber door. Select the High Vacuum setting on the Vac-
uum module and press the Pump button. The Vacuum status icon will
turn orange until the sample chamber reaches the maximum allowable
pressure under High Vacuum mode, when it will turn green.
6. Press Beam On in the column module to turn on the electron beam and
begin imaging. Select 3.0 as the Spot size and a voltage of 30.00 kV. On
the Magnification module, set 50X magnification.
7. Dragging around the mouse while keeping the left button pressed on the
image window to center on the thin film. In the Tools Menu, select Auto
Contrast Brightness, Auto Stigmator, and Auto Focus, respectively, to
form a fairly focused image of the thin film.
8. Increase magnification to 50,000X to 150,000X to resolve the nanostruc-
ture of the thin films. Focus the image using the Auto Focus button.
If the image remains blurry and the nanostructures, such as the inter-
connected anatase TiO2 particles in a sol-gel deposited thin film, cannot
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be resolved, the stigmatism of the electron beam requires adjustment.
Select Auto Stigmator again in the Tools menu. If image remains blurry,
perform ”manual” stigmatism adjustment by slowly dragging the Stig-
mator 2D control until image quality improves.
9. To save an image, first select the highest resolution, 4096X3536, available
from the Screen Pixel Resolution List Box. Next, select Save in the Tools
Menu. Choose the location where the image is desired and select the TIF
24 or BMP 24 file type.
10. Press Vent button to vent the sample chamber. Once again, the Vacuum
Status icon will turn orange, then grey once the chamber is fully vented.
Open the sample chamber to remove the specimen holder. Close the
chamber door, select High Vacuum mode, and press Pump. Wait until
the Vacuum Status icon reaches green. Turn off the nitrogen gas supply.
Remove the test sample from the specimen holder.
C.3 Profilometer Characterization
In this study, the Dektak 6M profilometer at the Center for Nano and
Molecular Science and Technology of The University of Texas at Austin is used
to measure the thicknesses of the nanocrystalline TiO2 thin films. These are
the instructions for using the profilometer (Dektak, 6M, NY, USA) [13]:
1. Prepare a TiO2 thin film for the profilometer sample using the same
methods as for the actual photoanodes. Deposit the TiO2 thin film
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Figure C.3: Schematic of the profilometer’s circular sample stage showing the
position of a circular thin film on the square FTO glass plate with the cross
indicating starting position for profilometer scan [13].
on a fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) glass plate (Hartford, TEC-8, IN,
USA) measuring 25×25×3.2 mm. In order to provide sufficient area for
baseline thickness measurements, the area of the thin film must not be
larger than half the area of the plate.
2. Turn on the Dektak 6M software. Select Tower Up in the Profiler menu
to raise the profilometer’s stylus and the optics tower. Place the sample
on the sample stage of the profilometer as shown in Figure C.3. Select
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the direction and location for the stylus to move through the thin film.
Orient the sample by taking account the fact that during a profilometer
scan, the stylus moves in the positive Y axis.
3. Press the Sample Positioning button to bring up the Sample Positioning
Window. Select Tower Down in the Profiler menu to lower the Pro-
filometer’s stylus and the optics tower. The Sample Positioning Win-
dows displays a live magnified image of the stylus and the area on the
sample stage adjacent to it.
4. Manually adjust the position of stage so that the stylus is located at the
starting point of a profilometer scan. Figure C.3 shows a sample scan,
indicated by the dotted line, through the thin film that has a starting
point in the empty area of the glass plate, denoted by the cross. The
starting point, indicated by the cross, must be on an empty area of
the glass plate that is a minimum distance of 2 mm in the negative Y
axis direction away from the thin film. Use a hand on each of the X-
Y positioning knobs to move the stage. Turn the Left Knob clockwise
to move the stage in the positive X direction; turn counterclockwise to
move the stage in the negative X direction. Clockwise turning of the
Right Knob moves the stage in the positive Y direction away from the
operator, while counterclockwise turning move the stage in the negative
Y direction toward the operator. Use the live image and crosshairs of
the Sample Positioning Window for assistance.
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5. Set the parameters for the profilometer scan by selecting Scan Routine
in the Window menu to bring up the Scan Routines Window. Press the
SCAN PARAMETERS button to bring up the Scan Parameters dialog
box. Enter the following settings:
• Length = dependent on sample-maximum possible scan length of
30,000 µm
• Resolution = 1 µm per sample - refers to horizontal resolution
• Duration = Length
Resolution×300
• Stylus Force = 3 mg
• Measurement Range = 2620 kÅ refers to vertical range
• Profile = Hills & Valleys
6. Close the sample chamber door. Press SCAN to begin the scan routine.
Monitor the scan progress with the live video feed in the data plot screen
and confirm that the scan’s length and direction are correct.
7. The scan profile screen is displayed after the scan is completed. Figure
C.4 shows a typical scan profile of a nanocrystalline TiO2 thin film of the
dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) used in this study. The horizontal axis
of the scan profile plot is scan length and the vertical axis is height. The
scan started in an area of the glass plate without the thin film, therefore
the scan profile began as a linear line, as shown by the left green arrow.
The surface of the glass plate is smooth relative to that of the thin film.
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Then, the scan profile, the portion indicated by the blue arrows, displays
the relative increase in height as the stylus encounters the thickness of
the thin film. The scan profile ends with another linear line as the stylus
moves beyond the thin film, indicated by the right green arrows. Select
Save As from the File menu and choose the ”txt” option to save the scan
profile data as an exportable text file.
Figure C.4: Screenshot of a sample scan profile plot produced by the Dektak
6M Software. The red lines separate the empty FTO glass plate portions,
indicated by green arrows, and the TiO2 thin film portion indicated by the
blue arrow [13].
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8. The linear line portions of the scan profile ideally should be straight,
as all sections of the empty glass substrate should indicate zero height.
This occurs as the glass substrate is not perfectly level with the stylus.
Use the Excel spreadsheet ”Profilometer Format” with the saved scan
profile data to correct for this unlevelness. Enter the data points from the
empty glass plates under the Reference section of the Scan tab. Assuming
a linear fit due to flat glass plate, the formula to correct the plot into a
straight line with zero height is calculated. The data points of the scan
profile over the thin film is entered into the Measure section of the Scan
tab and is corrected using the same formula. Integrate the resulting plot
of corrected height versus horizontal distance using Matlab to calculate
the average thin film thickness.
9. Repeat Steps 3-8 for 3 to 4 profilometer scans of different locations across
the thin film. Use the Comparison tab of the ”Profilometer Format”





The following are the nomenclature used in this thesis:
A area, m2
A optical absorptance, %
Aλ spectral absorptance, %
c concentration, m−3
c0 speed of light in vacuum, c = 2.998 ×108 m s−1
D diffusion coefficient, m2 s−1
d distance, m
E energy, eV
e elementary charge, e = 1.602 ×10−19 C
e− electron
F Faraday’s constant, F = 9.649 ×104 C mol−1
FF fill factor
G irradiance, W m−2
G0 solar constant, W m
−2




J current density, A m−2
k reaction rate constant, m s−1
kB Boltzmann constant, kB = 1.3806504 ×10−23 J K−1
m mass, kg
L Avogadro constant, L = 6.02214179 ×1023 mol−1
N density, m−3
P power density, W m−2
Q activation energy, J mol−1
R resistance, Ω
Rλ spectral reflectance, %
R̄ universal gas constant, R̄ = 8.314472 J mol−1 K−1
T temperature, K





α light absorption coefficient #
β electron recombination transfer coefficient
η photoconversion efficiency, %




Φ incident photon flux, m−2 s−1
Subscripts
A refers to acceptor
a refers to activation
CB refers to conduction band
EQ refers to external quantum
e refers to between electrodes
e− refers to electron
D refers to donor
d refers to dark
f refers to Fermi level
FB refers to flat band
g refers to band gap
h+ refers to electron hole
in refers to incident
inj refers to injected
max refers to maximum
OC refers to open circuit
out refers to output
ph refers to photocurrent or photovoltage
Q refers to quantum
redox refers to reduction-oxidation
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SC refers to short circuit
SCR refers to space charge region
TCS refers to transparent conductive substrate
TiO2 refers to TiO2 film
λ refers to wavelength or spectral
Superscripts
∗ refers to excited state
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